Disparity-selective stereo matching using correlation confidence measure.
Recently, the cost-volume filtering (CVF) methods for local stereo matching have provided fast and accurate results compared to those of the other method. However, CVF still causes incorrect results in the occlusion and texture-free regions. In particular, cost aggregation by pixel units involves complex computation because of its dependence on the image resolution and search range. This paper presents a robust stereo matching method for occluded regions. First, we generate cost volumes using the CENSUS transform and the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT). Then, label-based cost volumes are aggregated using adaptive support weight and the simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) scheme from two generated cost volumes. In order to obtain optimal disparity by two label-based cost volumes, we select the disparity corresponding to high confidence similarity of CENSUS or SIFT with minimum cost point. Experimental results show that our method estimates the optimal disparity in occlusion information, which exists only in the scene of one of the stereo pairs.